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In July 1976, the Great Lakes Water Quality Board presented its Fourth
Annual Report to the International Joint Commission. That report, together
with its four supporting Appendices, provided a detailed account of all the
major activities under the Canada—U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
In the view of the Board, the report also provided much of the information
required for the Fifth—Year Review of the Agreement.
This Fifth Annual Report of the Water Quality Board to the Commission
presents a concise updating of the major activities carried out by the
Governments under the Agreement since the Fourth Annual Report. The Fifth—
Year review of the Agreement currently being undertaken by the Parties will
provide the Commission and the public with a more comprehensive assessment
of its effectiveness.
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THE GREAT LAKES WATER QUALITY BOARD RECOMMENDS THAT:
the Governments place more emphasis on enforcing their regulatory
requirements for municipal and industrial dischargers, with special
emphasis on those dischargers who are identified in this report as
significant sources of pollution of boundary waters.
new water quality objectives be adopted for chlorine, silver, and
dodecachloropentacyclodecane [mirex] as proposed in this report
(Chapter 2).
to meet the proposed water quality objective for [mirex], the Governments
ban the manufacture, processing, packaging, storing, and uses of the
substance(s) in the Great Lakes Basin.
the Governments adopt the recommendations for control of toxic sub-
stances contained in Appendix E, "Status Report on the Persistent
Toxic Pollutants in the Lake Ontario Basin". (See page 66 of this
report)
Governments evaluate the hazards to human health posed by persistent
chemicals present in the Great Lakes ecosystem bearing in mind that
man is exposed to the effects of many chemicals, combinations of which
could be additive or synergistic in their action on man.
the Governments respond with more timely action to the recommendations
made by the International Joint Commission pursuant to the Water




MAIIE IN EHE WATER llllAllEY BIIMIII
EIIIIIIEH ANNIIAE IIEPIIIIE l JUN 1976!
Since 1972, the International Joint Commission has made recommendations
to Governments following the annual reports of the Water Quality Board.
This
had led to a concern of the Board about the responsiveness of the eleven
governments to the Commission's recommendations.
ponsiveness, the Board presents below, in italics, a review of the governmental
To illustrate this res—
actions taken pursuant to its Fourth Annual Report, which recommended:
1. WASTE TREATMENT
(a)
"as a matter of urgency, population centres with the greatest impact
on water quality, initiate or complete construction and operate
adequate wastewater treatment facilities with phosphorus removal, to
the level of 1 mg P/% or less, as soon as possible.
(i) for Lake Erie, extraordinary efforts should be applied to
complete sewage treatment facilities at Cleveland and Detroit
by 1980 and to achieve adequate phosphorus removal as soon as
possible."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Good progress in construction has been made at two
(Easterly and Southerly) Cleveland plants. The cons—
truction schedule for Cleveland Westerly has been delayed
for 18 months. At the Cleveland Easterly and westerly
plants, effluent phosphorus concentrations will exceedthe
1 mg/R requirement.
The Detroit Treatment Plant is not meeting effluent
limitations and legal action by U.S. EPA and the State of
Michigan is underway which asks for accelerated compliance,
necessary funding, and penalties.
In the Lake Erie Basin 17 of the 90 0.3. and 21 of the 30
Canadian municipal plants with capacities greater than 1
mgd reported average discharges of 1 mg/£ or less of
phosphorus.
(ii) "for Lake Ontario, communities scheduled to begin phosphorus
removal by January 1976, particularly Metropolitan Toronto,
Hamilton and Rochester, should assure operation at the recom—
   
 (iii)
 
Acceleration of the programs at Niagara Falls
(N.Y.), Buffalo, Syracuse, and other major centers where
phosphorus removal is not operational is also recommended.”
mended level.
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Phosphorus removal is improving slowly in the basin.
Significant reductions were obtained at Metropolitan
Toronto, the largest single municipal source of phos—
phorus, although the concentration slightly exceeded
the 1 mg/l limit. In the Basin as a whole, 3 of the
53 U.S. and 8 of the 53 Canadian municipal plants with
capacities greater than 1 mgd reported an average
discharge of J mg/K or less of phosphorus. Plants at
Hamilton, Mississauga-Lakeview, Rochester, Niagara Falls
(N.Y.), Buffalo and Syracuse all had effluent phosphorus
concentrations significantly greater than 1 mg/SL.
"for the Upper Great Lakes, early completion of treatment
facilities at Duluth, Minnesota, and Thunder Bay, Ontario are
required. Further, it is recommended that an effluent limita—
tion of l mg/R of phosphorus be extended to all municipalities
in the Upper Great Lakes System."
ACTTON SINCE LAST REPORT:
Construction at Duluth and Thunder Bay is proceeding on
schedule.
Effluent limitations of Z mg/R for all plants in the
Upper Lakes have not yet been established by the Province
of Ontario. The Province continues with a policy of
requiring phosphorus removal on the basis of local water
quality conditions and has deferred adoption of addi-
tional controls in the Upper Great Lakes System pending
receipt of the IJC recommendations following the
Commission's hearings on the Upper Lakes.
Michigan requires phosphorus removal at all municipal
treatment facilities except small lagoon operations.
In Wisconsin, all municipalities are required to achieve
80% phosphorus removal.
In Minnesota, all municipalities are required to meet
1 mg/l effluent limitation.
The Duluth Plant is under
construction.
In the Upper Lakes,
Superior and Huron Basins,
2 of the
32 U.S.
and 5 of the 25 Canadian municipal plants with
capacities greater than 1 mgd reported an average phos-
phorus discharge of 1 mg/Z or less.
 In the Lake hﬁchigan Basin 23 of the 77 municipal plants
with capacities greater than 1 mgd reported an average
phosphorus discharge of Z mg/£ or less.
(b) "clean—up programs in all "problem areas" involving controllable
municipal and industrial waste discharges be given urgent priority
to meet the schedules for each discharger identified in this report."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Some progress has been made in controlling discharges to
problem areas. However, a number of projects are incom-
plete and have been further delayed. The actions taken
by Governments concerning particular projects are discussed
elsewhere in this chapter.
(c) "Adequate waste control programs be concluded by Abitibi Paper
Company and Great Lakes Pulp and Paper at Thunder Bay and Polysar
at Sarnia, Ontario where present controls on these significant V 1
waste discharges contributing to "problem areas" are complete."
ACTTON SINCE LAST REPORT:
Abitibi Paper Companyiiihunder Bay
The Province of Ontario has given legal notice to the
Company under Section 75 of the Ontario Environmental
Protection Act that it intends to issue Control Orders
for adequate treatment.
 
Great Lakes Pulp and Paper; Thunder Bay
The Company is progressing well with a closed cycle
system and the Province intends to issue a formal
directive for completion of outstanding work under
Section 69 of the Ontario Water Resources Act.
Polysar, Sarnia
A Requirement and Direction was issued by the Province of
Ontario for correction of the problem under the Ontario
Water Resources Act.
2. DETERGENT PHOSPHORUS CONTROL
 
(a) "Those jurisdictions in the Great Lakes Basin not now having any
limitation on the phosphorus content of detergents, namely Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, consider the imposition of a ban on
phosphorus in detergents."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
. . i
A U.S. EPA Region V policy paper endorSing a detergent g
phosphorus ban has been distributed to jurisdictions ﬁk
i
 
in the Basin. The Wisconsin legislature is reviewing a
bill and Ohio is considering a bill to ban detergent
phosphorus. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency is
presently enjoined from enforcing its regulation.
(b) "those jurisdictions having partial limitations, namely Canada and
Michigan, also consider banning phosphorus from detergents for use
in the Great Lakes Basin.”
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
No change has been made in Canadian regulations which are
under review. Michigan has initiated actions by regu—
lation and legislation to ban phosphorus in detergents.
(c) "pending such action by the respective states, the municipalities
in the major metropolitan areas of Cleveland and Detroit in the
Lake Erie Basin give immediate consideration to banning phosphorus
in detergents for use in their jurisdictions."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
No action was taken in metropolitan Cleveland. Detroit
has had a ban for some time but it cannot be enforced
because of a state law that pre—empts local control.
However as noted above changes to the state law are now
being deliberated by the State legislature.
(d) "the Governments meet to consider the alternatives for the reformu—
lation of detergents to exclude phosphorus compounds.”
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
In the absence of action by Governments, the Research
Advisory Board is investigating the subject of reformu—
lation of detergents.
3. TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS POLLUTING SUBSTANCES
 
(a) "as a matter of high priority, source identification, monitoring
and control programs for persistent chemicals such as polychlo-
rinated biphenyls (PCBs), mirex, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons l
(PAHs), and mercury, which adversely affect human health, wildlife,
fish and other aquatic life be intensified. To this end, Canada
expedite implementation of its recently enacted Environmental '
Contaminants Act and similarly the United States as a matter of
urgency enact the Administration's proposed Toxic Substances Control
Legislation."
 
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Some progress has been made on both sides of the border.
Specifically, the U.S. Toxic Substances Control Act has 3
been passed. (See Chapter 6). canada has proclaimed ;
the Environmental Contaminants Act and has given public *
notice of a proposed regulation under the Act to prohibit
the uSe of PCBs in any new goods except for electrical
capacitors and transformers. Under Section 4 of the
Act, all persons engaged in the manufacture, sale and
any use of PCB are required to notify the Department
of Fisheries and Environment.
Minnesota and Michigan have joined Indiana and Wisconsin
1 in banning PCB uses. New York has initiated an intensive
‘ toxic substances monitoring program and is conducting an
inventory of all industrial chemical uses. The Province
of Ontario has annOunced a program to inventory and monitor
substances considered to be hazardous to the environment.
The Water Quality Board and the Research Advisory Board
met with health authorities in the basin to discuss health
related water quality problems. The boards decided to
augment representation on their committees with officials
from the public health cOmmunity, such that the boards
may better advise the Commission on the public health
aspects of the Agreement.
In addition, the boards have initiated action to develop
an inventory of chemicals produced in the Basin.
(b) "all federal, state and provincial programs be accelerated to
eliminate controllable discharges of mercury and other toxic
substances where these continue to exist."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
The Province has issued an order under Section 6 of
the Ontario Environmental Protection Act to American
Can of Canada Limiteag Marathon for the shutdown by
December 1977 of the mercury cell chlor-alkali plant
and has given legal notice that it intends to issue
a formal direction for completion of the water pollution
control program under Section 69 of the Ontario water
Resources Act.
 
U.S. EPA and Illinois have issued orders to Outboard
Marine to stop PCB discharge at waukegan Harbor.
’ 4. DREDGING
(a) "a Standing Committee on Dredging, with functions as recommended by








































































































based on complete prohibition of the discharge of sewage."
/
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Both Canadian and U.S. Coast Guard regulations allow for
discharge of treated sewage from commercial vessels. This
is not in accord with the Board’s previous recommendations.
Complete prohibition of discharge is now required by
Michigan and is under consideration in Wisconsin and
Minnesota. The regulations in both countries remain
incompatible.
(b) "the programs, studies and other measures for the control and
abatement of pollution from shipping activities, onshore and
offshore facilities, vessel design, construction and operation
including the discharge of harmful quantities of hazardous polluting
substances required byAnnexes 3, 4, 5 and 7 be brought under the
full purview of the Commission and the Board. In addition, the
Board urges the Commission to recommend to the Parties that they
assign specific responsibilities and deadlines for completion of
these joint activity obligations of the Parties required in the
Agreement."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
NO action has been taken by Governments in
assigning specific responsibilities to the Board
or Commission.
6. WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
 
(a) "the new and revised specific water quality objectives recommended
in this Report be submitted to the Parties for adoption in the
Agreement. In the Report there are other new specific water
quality objectives which the Board has under review and these
should also be brought to the attention of Governments to consider
the implications of their being recommended for adoption."
 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:

















performance are available as yet.













































ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
The Governments have held public meetings in support of
the Fifth Year Review of the Agreement.
The majority of the actions taken to strengthen public
awareness have been undertaken through IJG-related
activities and include:
1) Public hearings on the Upper Lakes Reference Group
report,
2) PLUARG public participation program with the assign—
ment of two public information officers to inform the
public and obtain their viewpoint on program objectives,
3) Public and press discussions following Water Quality
Board meetings.
(b) "the dialogue between the Commission and the eleven Governments be
strengthened and utilized to develop support for correction of the
problems occasioned by delays in the municipal and industrial
clean-up, the need to address the complicated issues of land
drainage and storm and combined sewer—discharges and the lack of
adequate data from surveillance, nearshore and effluent monitoring."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
The IJC contacted each of the Governments requesting
increased funding for surveillance activities.
10. FUNDING REQUIREMENTS
(a) "the United States Government be requested to continue funding for
municipal waste treatment plant construction grants under PL 92—500
10
 at levels sufficient to ensure continued progress in providing the
needed facilities."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Funding has been less than expected. $1 billion addi—
tional funding was provided for FY77 nationally and





























































































































ness of control programs."
ACTION SINCE LAST REPORT:
Governments are providing adequate funding as required in
the current Great Lakes International Surveillance Plan











































































































































       
In addition to the actions summarized above, the Board urges the
Governments to consider the foregoing recommendations in their Fifth Year
Review of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement and to take the necessary






Mill BEE lATlIlIY ﬂflllIIIIEME T3
In April 1972, the Governments agreed to common water quality objectives
for the boundary waters of the Great Lakes.
As new scientific data became
available, the Water Quality Board and Research Advisory Board developed new
and revised water quality objectives.
In the Water Quality Board's 1975
Annual Report, 27 water quality objectives and three basic concepts were
recommended to the International Joint Commission for adoption by the Govern-
ments (Table 2.1). Since then, 9 additional objectives (Table 2.2) were also
recommended by the Board to the Commission. In this report, the Board is
recommending three new objectives on chlorine, silver and dodecachloropenta—
cyclodecane [mirex]. Detailed references for these can be found in Appendix A
of this report.
The proposed refined water quality objective for radioactivity in the
Great Lakes has yet to be ratified by the Parties to the Agreement. The
Canadian governments have found the objective acceptable while the U.S. State
Department plans to hold public hearings on the proposed objective which has
been published in the Federal Register inviting commentsby June 1, 1977. The
Board is concerned about the delay in adopting the proposed objective.
MEANING OF WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS
Water quality objectives are minimum desirable levels of water quality to
be obtained in the boundary waters of the Great Lakes System other than in
mixing zones and localized areas and are not intended to preclude the esta—
blishment of more stringent requirements. These objectives are established to
protect the most sensitive use and conform with the intent of the Boundary
Waters Treaty. They take into account the criteria for a whole spectrum of
water uses: supplies for municipal, industrial and agricultural purposes,
recreation, aesthetic enjoyment and the propagation of aquatic life and wild—
life. They are to serve as the basis for formulating provincial regulations,
state water quality standards and pollution control programs to achieve the
desirable levels of water quality. In general, water quality objectives are
goals to be maintained or achieved in the boundary waters through effective
pollution control programs in both countries.
0n the other hand, water quality standards and other legally enforceable
regulatory requirements are prescribed levels of water quality established by
governmental authorities in each jurisdiction. They are generically different
from objectives. While water quality objectives are developed on the sole
basis of scientifically defensible data to protect the most sensitive uses,
standards and similar legal requirements are generally established by each
13
   
  
TABLE 2.1
NEw AND REVISED WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES AND BASIC CONCEPTS
RECOMMENDED IN JULY 1976 TO THE COMMISSION
FOR ADOPTION BY THE GOVERNMENTS



























Substances and Complex Effluents
pH
Tainting Substances







NEw AND REVISED WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
RECOMMENDED














 jurisdiction after considering the designated uses and the factors of social
and economic consequences as well as technological feasibility. For this
reason, standards are not necessarily identical to water quality objectives.
In Article IV of the Agreement, the Parties agreed to use their best
efforts to ensure that water quality standards and other regulatory require-
ments will be consistent with the achievement of water quality objectives.
The following sections outline the procedures taken by each jurisdiction
towards this end.
PROCEDURES UTILIZED BY JURISDICTIONS TO CONSIDER WATER QUALITY
OBJECTIVES IN THEIR REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
CANADA AND ONTARIO
Canada and Ontario have agreed to adopt the water quality objectives as
the minimal basis to be used by them in establishing water quality standards
or other regulatory requirements respecting the boundary waters. They have
also agreed that the objectives shall be the basis for designing and assessing
pollution abatement programs and other measures taken to improve or maintain
water quality in the Great Lakes. [from paragraph 3, Canada—Ontario Agreement
on Great Lakes Water Quality, March 1977.]
The Province of Ontario employs guidelines and criteria for water quality I
management in approving the adequacy of facilities for waste discharge and
disposal. The guidelines and criteria are presently being reviewed in light
of the May 1977 recommendations of IJC for new and revised Great Lakes water
quality objectives.
Revisions to the criteria will be reviewed with the Ontario Advisory H
Committee on Occupational and Environmental Health. Consideration is also 1
being given to the formal acceptance of the guidelines and criteria by the ;
Lieutenant Governor in Council and the desirability of formally adopting N
standards for water quality under the authority of the Ontario Water Resources
Act.
  
U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND GREAT LAKES STATES
In accordance with the Agreement, the U.S. Federal Government has assumed
the responsibility to ensure that the water quality objectives are considered
in the State Water Quality Standards review process which is required at least
once each three-year period as stipulated in Section 303 of PL 92—500.
 
It is U.S. EPA's policy that water quality objectives under the Agreement
and water quality criteria outlined in the U.S. EPA publication Quality Criteria
for Water 1976 should be considered. In instances where water quality objectives
in the Agreement are more stringent than criteria listed in the EPA publication,
the more stringent values should be considered for the Great Lakes waters.
This approach is recommended because the U.S. Government recognizes the Great
Lakes as a unique and sensitive water body.
15
 The states conduct a technical evaluation of their water quality standards
incorporating the following steps:
0 Review the proposed water quality objectives in the Agreement to
verify their technical adequacy and achievability.
0 Compare the proposed objectives with the water quality standards
which are currently in effect.
0 Evaluate the impact of the proposed objective on present or future
wastewater dischargers to determine if the objective would result
in a change in the required level of treatment.
0 Determine if implementation of existing water quality standards and
abatement programs would result in the achievement of water quality
consistent with the proposed objectives.
0 Evaluate the social and economic consequences of the proposed
objective.
0 Determine if the goals of the proposed objective are consistent
with the maintenance of the designated use of the waters for the
public interest.
Each state distributes, for public review, the proposed revisions to its
standards usually upon issuance of a notice for public hearing. Single or
multiple hearings are held, depending on the area affected by the standard
revisions, chaired by an impartial hearing officer. On the basis of comments
received, further revisions may be made. Before adoption as final standards,
legal, legislative or administrative review and approval are required. The
exact procedure for the final review will vary from state to state dependent
on administrative requirements. In most states, water quality standards
become state law upon promulgation.
NEW WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES
The following three water quality objectives are recommended for adoption
by the Governments:
o Chlorine
Total residual chlorine, as measured by the amperometric (or
equivalent) method, should not exceed 0.002 milligram per
litre in order to protect aquatic life.
Chlorine is used as a disinfectant in wastewater discharges. However,
research indicates that chlorine can be toxic to fish in the receiving waters




Concentrations of total silver in an unfiltered water sample should
not exceed 0.] microgram per litre to protect aquatic life.
Silver is toxic at certain concentrations and is introduced into the lake
waters from various industrial processes as well as from natural sources. The
proposed objective is a level that research indicates would protect fish and
aquatic life.
0 Dodecachloropentacyclodecane [mirex]
For the protection of aquatic organisms and fish consuming birds and
animals, mirex including its degradation products, should be sub-
stantially absent from water and aquatic organisms. Substantially
absent means less than detection levels as determined by the best
analytical scientific methodology available.
Note: The best detection levels for mirex (1977), as determined by
a survey of laboratories in the Great Lakes region, are 0.005 ug/Q
for water and 0.005 ug/g for biological tissues.
Dodecachloropentacyclodecane [mirex] is used as a pesticide and flame
retardant and in the past was manufactured in the Great Lakes Basin. It has
been found in aquatic organisms, mammals, and birds. Because it is toxic,
very persistent and is known to accumulate in the food chain, the proposed
objective of "substantially absent" is recommended.
Detailed rationales for these three objectives are presented in Appendix
A.
WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES UNDER STUDY
Water quality objectives for the following parameters are currently under
review:
0 Antimony o Vanadium
o Barium o Dissolved Oxygen
o Boron o Nutrients
o Cobalt o Bacteria
o Manganese o Detergents
o Molybdenum o Atrazine
o Organotin Compounds 0 Malathion
0 Phosphorus, Elemental o Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
COMPLEX INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENTS





































































































































 @ WATER llllAllIY ASSESSMENI
The Board has not detected major changes in open lake water quality over
the past year. It is extremely concerned about the lack of an adequate sur—
veillance program to collect suitable data for assessment of water quality.
This Chapter presents updated information on problem areas, open lake water
quality conditions and the coordinated surveillance plan. In the absence of a
nearshore surveillance program in the U.S. boundary waters, several problem
areas such as river mouths were designated on the basis of jurisdictions'
general knowledge of upstream waterquality. There have been some revisions
to problem area designations that were presented in the Fourth Annual Report.
PROBLEM AREAS
Sixty-three (63) problem areas throughout the Basin were listed last year
as geographic locations where water quality objectives and/or standards were
not being met and where water quality could be improved by remedial measures.
Some areas were judged to have water quality problems even though scientific
evidence was lacking.
In 1976 a more thorough analysis of water quality data was carried out
for the problem areas. As a result of this analysis, seventeen areas that
were previously identified as problem areas were deleted. Of these areas,
five had no violations detected, seven had unsubstantiated impact on the
boundary waters, two were designated as natural areas since there are no known
man—made sources, two areas were merged into one and two were redesignated as
part of the whole lake problem for Lake Ontario.
One area was added, the Waukegan Harbor, which was newly designated as a
problem area because of PCB contamination.
There are now 47 problem areas which are listed in Table 3.1 and dis—
played in Figure 3.1. This reduction in problem areas does not indicate major
improvements in water quality but more accurately reflects the available data.
OPEN LAKE ASSESSMENT
Surveillance in the open waters of the Great Lakes did not reveal sig-
nificant changes in water quality Over the past year.
summarize new information for Lakes Michigan, Erie, and Ontario.






CURRENT STATUS OF PROBLEM AREAS
PROBLEM AREAS DESIGNATED
IN 1975






































Redesignated as a natural area.
No change.
No change. Residual effects of
discontinued discharge.
Deleted; Unsubstantiated impact on
boundary waters.
Redesignated as a natural area.
Deleted; No Violation detected.

















 Table 3.1 Cont'd.































Nearshore Area from Mouth of Niagara
River to 18 Mile Creek
Rochester Harbor Area
Oswego Harbor Area




North Shore - Lake Ontario
Toronto Harbour and Waterfront
Hamilton Harbour
St. Lawrence River
























Deleted; Unsubstantiated impact on
boundary waters.
No change.
Deleted; No violation detected.











Deleted; No violation detected.
Redesignated as open lake problem.
Changed to Bay of Quinte and Aldophus Reach.
Deleted; No violation detected.










                       
FIGURE 3.1 PROBLEM AREAS 1976
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In Lake Michigan, the abatement programs have produced positive improve—
ments in local nearshore areas. Several beaches in Lake County, Illinois and
North Chicago have been reopened for public bathing, the incidence of taste
and odour problems at Chicago water intakes has decreased as a result of the
industrial abatement programs in the Calumet area, and the Cladophora is no
longer the problem it was during the late sixties. Phosphorus control programs
will produce substantial improvements in nearshore waters but, in the open
waters the benefits of reduced phosphorus loadings may not result in measurable
change in water quality but will be reflected in prevention of degradation.
LAKE ERIE
Annual surveillance data collected on Lake Erie since 1970 show that the
total phosphorus concentrations in the western and central basins have been
increasing each year since 1970.
In 1975, the anoxic area of central Lake Erie covered only 4% of the
hypolimnion. This was much lower than previous years and was attributed to an
unusually warm calm spring. In 1976, weather conditions were more nearly
normal and in August the anoxic area was 63% of the hypolimnion (Figure 3.2).
The anoxic areas from 1973 to 1976 are shown in Table 3.2. Table 3.3 shows
that the oxygen depletion rates in the central basin since 1930 have been
increasing, but the rate of increase per year has been less in recent years
indicating that the lake may be approaching an equilibrium condition.
In the eastern basin, oxygen depletion rates have not changed signi—
ficantly since 1973. Trend analyses for both phosphorus and chlorophyll 3
concentrations indicate a decrease from past years.
LAKE ONTARIO
There was no significant change in water quality from last year.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Great Lakes Surveillance in calendar year 1977.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of local water quality conditions. This policy will be reviewed after the
Commission reports to the Governments on the Upper Great Lakes.
EXPENDITURES
The level of expenditures of funds committed to sewerage construction in
the Great Lakes Basin for both countries since 1971 is shown in Table 4.1.
In the U.S., Public Law 92-500 appropriated $18 billion for sewage cons-
truction, one half of which was subsequently withheld until a court decision
resulted in the release of the impounded funds in early 1975. Obligation of
federal funds for the construction phase must be preceded by the preparation
of time consuming Step 1 and 2 planning activities which represent a small
proportion of total project expenditures.
The predominance of these planning
grants and the added impact of new regulations in the areas of facilities
planning, design, infiltration/inflow analysis and environmental assessment
contributed to the reduced U.S. expenditures in 1976.
It is anticipated that
the expenditures for 1977 will increase significantly as the final obligation
date is reached and Step 3 grants for construction are awarded.
On May 4, 1977, the Supplemental Appropriation Act authorized $1 billion
in FY77 for construction of municipal treatment plants in the U.S.
However,
funds have not yet been authorized beyond FY77.
As several states will soon
exhaust their appropriations, the impetus of the program may be lost unless
additional funds are authorized.
The Board is seriously concerned about this
and believes
the U.S. must take rapid action toward passage of funding legis—
lation this year.
It is recognized that pollution in the Great Lakes is also caused by
urban runoff and combined sewer overflows.
The Board is also concerned about
U.S. policies regarding federal participation in correction of combined sewer
overflow and storm water runoff problems and in funding of construction of
collection sewers.














Full and timely federal funding is necessary if these problems
are to be corrected and the water quality goals of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement are to be met.
Figure
4.1 shows the status and projections that are anticipated to meet


















































































ANNUAL FUNDS (NON-CUMULATIVE) COMMITTED FOR SEWERAGE




CAPITAL COMMITMENTS FOR OBLIGATED LOCAL, STATE AND
SEWERAGE WORKS IN ONTARIO FEDERAL FUNDS IN THE































































Anticipated expenditures for 1977
approval thru December 31, 1976.
is $1.2 billion.




































































































































































































































Euclid, Ohio 71,550 1978 1978 12
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 102,400 1976 completed 63
Tonawanda, N.Y. 107,700 1978 1978 65
(Sanitary District No. 2)
 







106,000 1977 July 1977 11



















3800 X 103 m3/day (1000 MGD). As of December 31, 1975, it provided secondary
treatment to 1700 X 103 m3/day (450 MED). With the completion of additional
aeration units, secondary treatment capacity will be increased to 2900 X 103
m3/day (750 MGD) by the fourth quarter of 1977. Because of sludge handling
problems, complete phosphorus control may not be available until 1980.
Sludge handling and the lack of trained personnel at the plant remain a
severe operational problems. The plant has not been able to meet its National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit conditions. On June 22, 1976,
the State of Michigan served the City of Detroit with a notice of intent to
revoke its NPDES permit. U.S. EPA and the State of Michigan have broughta
legal action against the City of Detroit charging that permit conditions are
not being met and funding of proposed construction is not adequate.
CLEVELAND, OHIO (WESTERLY)
Construction of the 190 X 103 m3/day (50 MGD) physical—chemical treatment
plant was scheduled for completion in 1980. The waste solids handling portion
($13.8 million) of the plant and its Northwest Interceptor sewers ($26 million)
have been completed. However, dueto difficulties with the bidding process,
construction for the main plant was delayed for 18 months. The Cleveland
Regional Sewer District is making every effort to regain lost time. The
entire project's completion date is now October 1981.
STORMWATER AND COMBINED SEWER CONTROL PROGRAMS
The 1975 Water Quality Board Annual Report called for the Governments to
establish a well—defined policy and provide adequatefunding to reduce pollution
from storm and combined sewer overflows in the Great Lakes System. At the
present time, there is still a lack of a clearly defined government policy
on urban drainage in either country.
U.S. EPA has provided substantial resources for research of control
techniques for combined sewer overflow and stormwater discharges, however,
the rate of federal funding for actual construction is low.
0n the Canadian side, the Manual of Urban Drainage Practices has been
prepared under the Canada—Ontario Agreement. The Province expects this
manual to form the basis of a policy to be developed in 1977 for the control
of pollution from urban drainage involving combined storm water discharges
and soil erosion.
Current status of projects related to the control of stormwater and
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* 38 X 103m3/d (10 MGD) or greater.
37
 TABLE 4. 5
 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    


















































































On the Canadian side,
no change has been made to further restrict phos—
phorus to below 2.2% in laundry detergents.
Other cleaning agents for dish—
washing and industrial application are exempt from the existing regulations.
The Government is examining extending the limitation to a wider range of
products, but has not moved to impose a total ban.
Current legislative status is shown in Table 4.6.
INDUSTRIAL SOURCES
In the United States, while major projects are required to comply with
final effluent requirements by July 1977 as set out in their permits, it is
uncertain when the requirements will be met in a number of cases and, in some
of these, the permits are still being contested.
Similarly, in Ontario,
legal notices specifying requirements and completion schedules are being
contested by several pulp and paper industries and final compliance dates are
unknown.
Because of these uncertainties involving several major industrial projects
in both countries, the Governments should take steps to ensure full use of
their legislative and regulatory powers and the controls presently available
to them.
Such efforts should be directed towards early enforcement of effluent
limitations and compliance dates necessary to protect water quality in the
Great Lakes System.
The 1975 Annual Report detailed the administrative and enforcement proce—
dures used bythe jurisdictions.
Several industrial effluent guidelines
previously issued by U.S. EPA were remanded by the courts and resulted in some
delay in implementing certain aspects of PL 92—500. A landmark decision by
the U.S. Supreme Court in March 1977 affirmed the authority of the U.S. EPA to
establish and enforce industry-wide effluent requirements. This decision has
firmly established this principle in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimi—
nation System (NPDES) and is expected to accelerate issuance of previously
delayed permits. In Canada, regulations for Metal Mining Liquid Effluent and
Meat and Poultry Wastes were developed with more regulations near completion.
The Ontario Ministry of the Environment served legal notices to the pulp and
paper mills on Lake Superior that it intends to issue orders to the mills
for adequate waste treatment.
Further information on industrial sources is contained in Appendix C.
39













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Board identified 19 industrial dischargers who have not completed
their pollution control programs and who are located in problem areas. These
are listed in Table 4.7 and their status of compliance is described in paragraphs
following the table.
















































American Can of Canada, Ltd.,
Marathon, Ontario




Great Lakes Paper Company Limited,
Thunder Bay, Ontario
























Polysar Limited, Sarnia, Ontario
Dow Chemical of Canada Ltd.,
Sarnia, Ontario
Allied Chemical Canada Ltd.,
















RMI Sodium and Chlorine Plant
Ashtabula, Ohio





titty of Thunder Bay. Ontario




Canada Malting Co. Ltd..
Thunder Bay. Ontario







>KrmberIy»CIark of Canada Ltd..






kReserve Mining, Silver Bay, Minnesota
  
Duluth-Superior Harbour
Duluth Main Plant. Minnesota




.Ccnwed Corp. Duluth. Minnesota
U 8. Steel. Duluth, Minnesota
Minnesota Power and Light Co.
Duluth. Minnesota
Potlatch Corp, Duluth. Minnesota
Superior STP. Wisconsin
€uperior Fiber Products lnc..
Superior. Wisconsin
Vessels
Combined sewer overflow in Wisconsin
Mineral River
   
White Pine Cot, Michigan
{Marathon-Peninsula Harbour
American Can of Canada. Ltd.,
Marathon. Ontario





FIGURE 4.2 PROBLEM AREAS IN LAKE SUPERIOR
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 I Spanish River
bEddy Forest Products.
Espanola. Ontario
   
St. Marys River
Alqoma Steel Corp . Sault Ste Marie. [Serpent Harbour
Ontario MJemson Mines Ltd. Serpent Harbour,
Abitibi Paper Co . Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario
Ontario Rio Algom Limited. Serpent Harbour,
City oi Sault Ste Marie,0ntario Ontario
    
  
   
Alpena-Thunder Bay Area




Combined sewer overflow and
stormwater discharges in Saginaw
 
and Bay City











Saginaw Bay. Michigan Harbor Beach STP Penetanguishine STP. Ontario
  
Michigan Chemical Corp.
St. Lours. Michigan i
Dow Chemical. Midland, Michigan Comngwood Harbour






Dow Chemical Bay City. Michigan Remed'al
General Motors Corp, Flint. Michigan Program
Monitor Sugar Company.
Bay City. Michigan
    
FIGURE 4.4 PROBLEM AREAS IN LAKE HURON
 
   
Green Bay
Menominee SIP. Michigan
Green Bay STP. Wisconsin
Heart ot the Valley STP.
Kaukauna. Wisconsin
Appleton STP. Wisconsin








Appleton Papers Combined Locks.
Wisconsin
John Strange (Menasha Corp).
Menasha, Wisconsin
TBergstrom Paper. Neenah. Wisconsin
American Can, Green Bay. Wisconsin
George A, Whiting Paper,
Menasha. Wisconsin
Nicolet Paper, West De Pere,
Wisconsin
Fort Howard, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Riverside Paper. Appleton. Wisconsin
Kimberly Clark. Neenah, Wisconsin























Indiana Harbor Ship Canal
E.I. DuPont, East Chicago, Indiana
Inland Steel, East Chicago. Indiana
Union Carbide. Gary. Indiana
hUG. Steel, Gary. Indiana
Hammond STP, Hammond, Indiana
American Maize Products.
Hammond. Indiana
CF. Petroleum, East Chicago, Indiana
NIPSCO. Gary, Indiana
Youngstown Sheet & Tube,
East Chicago. Indiana
East Chicago STP, East Chicago,
Indiana
Gary STP, Gary, Indiana
  
  
Upper St cm, mm FIGURE 4.5 PROBLEM AREAS IN LAKE ERIE ‘ I
Allied Chemical, Corunna. Ontario
i
Baker Industries. Courtright. Ontario
‘
CIL, Courtright. Ontario Pine River Mouth
DuPont, Corunna, Ontario Combined sewer overflow from
Ethyl Corporation. Corunna. Ontario St. Clair
Lambton GS, Courtright, Ontario
Shell. Corunna, Ontario






Lower St. Clair River — Lake St. Clair
Wh a I
Past Discharges of Mercury 8 tey Harbour
Omstead Foods Ltd. Wheatley. Ontario
Dow Chemical of Canada Ltd.
Sarnia, Ontario




Town of Belle River. Ontario
BASF Wyandotte, Fighting Island
Detroit STP





BASF Wyandotte, North Works.








p Great Lakes Steel Division. National
Steel Corporation, Blast Furnace
Operation
> Ford Motor 00.,
Dearborn, Michigan
p Allied Chemical Canada Ltd,
Township of Anderdon. Ontario
Ford Motor Co of Canada Ltd.
Windsor. Ontario
Hiram Walker& Sons Ltd.
Windsor, Ont.
The Canadian Salt Co. Ltd.
Windsor. Ontario
Calvert of Canada Ltd,
Amherstburg. Ontario

















Ohio Edison. Lorain, Ohio
Cleveland Electric Elluminating C0,,
Avon Lake. Ohio




Combined Sewer overflows at Fremont
US. Gypsum. Sandusky Bay. Ohio
GMC. Sandusky. Ohio
Routh Packing, Sandusky. Ohio
Toledo Area
Toledo STP, Ohio
Lucas County STP. Ohio
Gulf Oil Refinery. Toledo. Ohio
Interlake Steel, Toledo, Ohio
Standard Oil, Oregon, Ohio





Sun Oil 00.. Toledo. Ohio
Libby Owens Ford, East Toledo. Ohio
Toledo Edison, Bay Shore, Toledo








Urban runoff and combined sewer
overflow
Ashtabula River. Ohio
RMI Sodium Chloride Plant.
Ashtabula. Ohio
Ashtabula STP, Ohio
Sobin Chemicals. Ashtabula. Ohio
Union Carbide. Ashtabula. Ohio
Olin Corp, Ashtabula. Ohio
perm Metals Reduction,
Ashtabula. Ohio
New Jersey Zinc. Ashtabula. Ohio
Glidden Durkee, Ashtabula. Ohio
Paineswlle STP. Ohio
Glyco Chemicals. Painesville. Ohio
IRC. Paineswlle. Ohio
Cleveland Area
Cleveland Southerly STP. Ohio
Cleveland Easterly STP. Ohio
Cleveland Westerly. Ohio
U S Steel Corp . Central Furnaces.
Ohio
Jones & Laughlin Steei Corp .
Cleveland. Ohio
Harshaw Chemicals. Cleveland. Ohio
Republic Steel Corp , Ohio
E.I DuPont Ohio
Cleveland Electric and Illuminating,
Cleveland. Ohio











BASF Wyandotte, South Works. Huron STP, Ohio .wnond Shamrock. Palnesvule Ohio
M'Chlgan Uniroyal Chemicals. Painesville, Ohio





















































































Town of Dundas, Ontario
   
Bay of Quinte — Aldophus Reach
Union Carbide, Belleville, Ontario
Domtar Packaging, Trentone Ontario
































































Mobil Oil Co, Buffalo, New York
Donner Hanna Coke Corp”
Buffalo New York
Republic Steel Corp. Buffalo.
New York
Allied Chemical Co, Buffalo Dye Plant.
Lewiston. New York
Village of Lewiston




   
Upper Niagara River —
Tonawanda Channel Area
City of Buffalo, New York
Carborundum Corp.. Niagara Falls,
New York
E,|. DuPont Electro~Chemical Plant,
Niagara Falls. New York
E.|. DuPont, Buffalo. New York
Ashland Oil Refinery.
Tonawanda, New York
Allied Chemical Co, Semet-Solvay
Soaulding Fiber Co”
Tonawanda‘ New York
Union Carbide, Niagara Falls.
New York
City of North Tonawanda
Hooker Chemical, Durez Plastics
Hooker Chemical, industrial-Chemical
Division
International Paper Co.. New York
 
Rochester Harbor
Polomite Products Co, inc”
Gates, New York
Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New York
Rochester Gas and Electric Corp.,
Rochester, New York
Northwest Ouandrant STP, New York
Frank Van Lane, New York
Village of Webster, New York







AMERICAN CAN OF CANADA LTD., MARATHON, ONTARIO, LAKE SUPERIOR
Some progress has been made during 1976 in the recycling of portion of
process effluents. However, there were delays in the completion of remedial
programs. The mercury cell chlor—alkali plant will be shutdown before the end
of 1977 under a Ministry control order. The Province intends to issue a
formal Requirement and Direction for completion of the water pollution control
program over the period 1977—1980. The Company was prosecuted under the
Canada Fisheries Act for violations of the Chlor—Alkali Mercury Regulations
and fined $64,000 in March 1977.
KIMBERLY—CLARK OF CANADA LIMITED, TERRACE BAY, ONTARIO, LAKE SUPERIOR
The water pollution control program will be completed in 1977 under a
Ministry approval program, in conjunction with expansion of the mill. It was
reported last year that construction of spill control system was to be com—
pleted in 1976. The net discharge of BOD5 will increase slightly from current
levels on completion of the expansion.
DOMTAR PACKAGING LIMITED, NIPIGON BAY, ONTARIO, LAKE SUPERIOR I
By June 1, 1977, the Company will be required to complete a black liquor
spill collection system and make provision for the collection and disposal of
mill sanitary sewage. A program to reduce residual toxicity in the mill
effluent will be required by September 30, 1977.
GREAT LAKES PAPER COMPANY LIMITED, THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO, LAKE SUPERIOR
I
The Company is presently evaluating the operation of the recently com-
pleted closed cycle water system in its new kraft mill. The Company will be
required to complete this evaluation by March 1, 1978 with the intent of
converting the existing kraft mill to a similar closed system by December 31,
1980. This represents a slippage of one year from what was reported last §
year. Requirements for the sulphite newsmill will include: in—plant controls
and water volume reduction by June 1, 1978, and by December 31, 1978 a report
on measures to reduce waste discharges including the feasibility of replacing
the sulphite pulping process.
 
























































































































Reserve Mining Company, since 1956, has discharged its taconite tailings
  











































































































































































































































































































































































Lake Superior drinking water supply. Other municipal users do not have
filtration systems yet.
OUTBOARD MARINE CORPORATION, WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS, LAKE MICHIGAN




















ration at Waukegan, Illinois. The loading was estimated to be 10 lbs/day of
continuous PCB discharge. This discharge had been occurring for 20 years and



















immediate elimination of PCB discharges from all but one outfall. The remaining
outfall is to cease discharge by October 1977.
ABITIBI PAPER COMPANY, ALPENA—THUNDER BAY AREA, MICHIGAN, LAKE HURON
As specified in NPDES permit, construction was to start June 1976 and be
completed June 1977. A Notice of Noncompliance with the construction schedule
was issued in December 1976. Construction of treatment facilities has not
begun and negotiation is underway.
EDDY FOREST PRODUCTS, ESPANOLA, ONTARIO, LAKE HURON
The first phase of conversion of the Eddy Forest Products Mill at Espanola
to a hot stock refining oxygen bleach system is expected to be completed by
July 1977. The final phase of the project, to be completed by 1980, will be
implemented under a Ministerial Control Order applying to all environmental
aspects of the mill operation.
DENISON MINES LTD. AND RIO ALGOM MINES, SERPENT HARBOUR, ONTARIO, LAKE HURON
The Ontario Ministry of the Environment has issued Notices of Intent to











































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































which drains into Lake Erie.
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 FIGURE4.7




















          














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 containment and apply to all ships,
except
naval vessels and private pleasure
craft,
in Canadian waters of the Great
Lakes and St. Lawrence down to the
lower eastern exit
of the St. Lambert Lock at Montreal and every
Canadian
vessel in non—Canadian waters of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River.
Ships under construction as of February 4, 1977 are allowed two years to meet
the regulations and all others are allowed five years.
The problem of compatible regulations as required in the Agreement
remains to be resolved.
At present, vessels plying the Great Lakes will not
meet all the regulations related to vessel wastes.
The Governments should
reassess the provisions of their existing basic legislation and seek out means
to reconcile the incompatibility.
ANNEX 6: DREDGING ACTIVITIES
A one—day public seminar was conducted by the Canadian Government on
January 14, 1977 to provide the interested public with an opportunity to
discuss the recommendations of the International Working Group on the Abate—
ment and Control of Pollution from Dredging Activities.
Proceedings including
1
public comments will be published.
In the report submitted to the Governments in May 1975, the Working Group
recommended site specific control of dredging activities consistent with water
,
quality objectives. A response to this report is being considered in the
Fifth-Year Review of the Water Quality Agreement by Governments.
ANNEX 7: DRILLING IN THE GREAT LAKES
While there is no U.S. federal policy at the present time regarding
drilling activities, the permits required under various laws and regulations
and the resulting environmental impact statements would give opportunity for
a case-by—case evaluation of the hazards involved.
Michigan's present policy prohibitsdrilling for gas or oil in the
bottom lands of the Great Lakes. New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio have had
bills introduced in their legislatures to allow drilling for gas in the bottom
lands of Lake Erie.
The Canadian government is in agreement with the 1970 IJC recommendation
to restrict drilling to dry gas and allow such drilling only in the area east
of Point Pelee.
The Province of Ontario has permitted drilling in Lake Erie and to the
end of 1976, 973 wells have been drilled in the lake. Of these, approximately
300 are active gas producers and 70 are waiting to be connected to pipeline.
The disposition of mineral rights in Lake Erie are regulated under The Mining
Act, specifically Ontario Regulation 546/71. The drilling and production
activities are regulated under the Petroleum Resources Act (1970), specifically
Ontario Regulation 45/72. Other than amendments to the bonding requirements, I
the regulations have not been altered since 1970 and 1971 respectively. The
discharge of wastes must meet the requirements of the Ontario Water Resources































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 § EENHIM IIBIIIIATIIINS IINIIHI THE ABBEEMENT
The Parties to the 1972 Agreement are obligated under Article X to seek:
(a) The appropriation of the funds required to implement this Agreement,
including the funds needed to develop and implement the programs and
other measures provided for in Article V, and the funds required by
the International Joint Commission to carry out its responsibilities
effectively;
(b) The enactment of any additional legislation that may be necessary in
order to implement the programs and other measures provided for in
Article V;
(c) The cooperation of the State and Provincial Governments in all
matters relating to this Agreement.
APPROPRIATION OF REQUIRED FUNDS AND COOPERATION OF GOVERNMENTS
Over $3.3 billion have been spent by both countries since 1972 on sewerage
construction in the Great Lakes Basin. Substantial amounts are still being
spent on major municipal projects in Detroit, Cleveland, Duluth, and Buffalo.
The Governments have also authorized $14 million for the Upper Lakes Reference
Group study. Other funds support the Pollution from Land Use Activities
Reference Group, surveillance activities, special studies on water quality
problem areas and the operation of the IJC Regional Office.
The assessment of the financial and management resources needed at all



















































































































































   
The Upper Lakes Reference Group reported its findings to the WQB and the
IJC in July 1976 and public hearings are to be conducted by the IJC in the
summer of 1977. This extensive report is the product of a total of $14 million
investment by the Governments and efforts of numerous government officials.
The report will have significant impact on the future of Lakes Superior and
Huron.
The Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference Group is currently
investigating the impact of land use activities in the Great Lakes Basin.
Expenditure committed by both countries in this study is expected to total $20
million. Report of its findings is to be made in July 1978 to the WQB and the
IJC.
ENACTMENT 0F ADDITIONAL LEGISLATION
Several major pieces of legislation which became effective in both
countries in 1976 are briefly summarized in the following paragraphs.
are to be found in Appendix C.
Details
u.s. TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT (PL 94-469)
After several years of Congressional studies, the Act was finally enacted
in October 1976. It has four main purposes: (1) to enable EPA to obtain
better information on toxic substances; (2) to prevent future problems with
toxic chemicals through pre—market screening; (3) to balance costs, risks and
benefits in environmental decision—making, and (4) to improve coordination in
federal government activities concerning toxic substances. Additional funding
and an increased rate of implementing the Act will be required.
U.S. RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT (PL 94-580)
One of the primary aspects of the Act is to control hazardous wastes. It
directs the EPA to identify which wastes are hazardous, and in what quan—
tities, qualities, concentrations, and forms of disposal they become a threat
to health or the environment. EPA will be required to issue standards for
producers and transporters of hazardous wastes, for record—keeping practices,
labeling appropriate containers, use of a manifest system, and reporting of
quantities and disposition.
STATE LEGISLATION
In 1976, Michigan enacted legislation banning use of PCB within three
years for all uses except in electrical equipment where there are no alter-
native materialsavailable. In addition, the Act establishes requirements for
the environmentally safe disposal of PCBs and the reporting of PCB usage.
Implementation of this program is underway.
Minnesota enacted legislatiCn, Minn. Stat. Sec. 116.36 et seq. (1976),
prohibiting the use, sale, and manufacture of PCB after June 1, 1978 and
directing the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to promulgate rules governing
the granting of certificates of exemption.
were completed in June 1977 by MPCA.
Public hearings on these PCB rules
CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANTS ACT
The Act was proclaimed early in 1976. Progress in its implementation has
been slower than anticipated, although recent activity has been encouraging.
In early January 1977, notice was served on all persons engaged in any commer-
cial, manufacturing, or processing activity involving polychlorinated biphenyls,
mirex, polychlorinated terphenyls, and polybrominated biphenyls to report
these activities to the Federal Minister of the Fisheries and the Environment.
A list of further toxic substances deserving early attention has been published
following consultation with technical experts from governmental agencies.
Notice of mandatory reporting for these chemicals is expected to follow. The
Act now requires mandatory reporting by persons intending to manufacture,
process or use in commercial activity any new_chemical substance. A Canada—
Ontario Task Force has been investigating the mirex problem and will publish a
report in the near future.
CANADA’ONTARIO AGREEMENT ON GREAT LAKES WATER QUALITY
The Canada—Ontario Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality originally
entered into in 1971 to implement the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement was
amended in 1976 to strengthen the effort which is required to carry out Canada's
obligation under the International Great Lakes Agreement.
ONTARIO ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACT
The Ontario Environmental Assessment Act became effective October 1976.
New regulations under this Act will require a wide range of Ontario projects
to include assessment as part of the planning process. The regulations pro—
vide for projects of municipalities and conservation authorities to be brought
under the Act over a period of time. Recommendations on the designation of
municipal projects as within or exempt from the regulations are currently
under review. A number of major projects planned or under construction, such
as electric power generation stations, have been exempted fromthe Environmental
Assessment Act. Proclamation of the remaining parts of the Environmental
Assessment Act took place on January 16, 1977, allowing individual projects of
the private sector to be designated through Regulations.
  
 
 [Mflllilﬂli Pllllllllllﬂ PBIIBlEMS
ANII NEW PEIIIIH'IIIINS
The Board has identified individual nearshore areas where water quality
problems exist. A complete assessment of Great Lakes water quality must also
consider the presence of toxic substances in the Basin, atmospheric sources of
pollutants and pollution from land use activities. This chapter outlines
efforts undertaken by the Boards and the Governments in dealing with these
additional problems.
TOXIC SUBSTANCES
In recent years, the Governments have become increasingly aware of the
myriad of persistent toxic substances in the Great Lakes. Legislation has
been passed and programs are in early stages of development. The Toxic
Substances Control Act in the U.S. authorizes EPA to obtain data from in—
dustries concerning toxic substances and to regulate their use, distribution,
and disposal. In March and April of 1977, EPA published regulations for
compilation of the inventory of chemical substances required by the Act. To
aid in compilation of the initial inventory and to simplify reporting by
manufacturers and processors, EPA also published a list of 34,000 chemical
substances as potential candidates for the inventory.
An additional initiative under Sections 307(a) and (b) of Public Law 92—
500 was required of EPA following a Citizen's Suit and resulting Federal
District Court stipulation on June 9, 1976 which required the issuance of
additional toxic pollutant effluent limitations on an accelerated schedule.
EPA has already issued guidelines on some of the more critical categories of
these substances. EPA has also proposed regulations leading to prohibition of
PCB production and distribution by mid-1979, and the only U.S. manufacturer,
Monsanto Co., will cease manufacture and distribution in 1977.
At the State level, Minnesota has joined Indiana and Wisconsin in banning
PCBs and New York is completing its survey of 5,800 industries to determine
the type and quantity of toxic substances which are presently in use. The
survey is a multi—media effort to determine the degree of environmental conta—
mination via wastewater discharges, air emissions or solid waste disposal.
Follow—up inspections have been initiated to determine the precise nature of
the substances used, manufacturing processes employed and discharge concentrations.
Remedial measures will be initiated and revised permit conditions issued when
necessary.
On the Canadian side, the Environmental Contaminants Act provides for
mandatory reporting by industries on use, process, and manufacture of chemical
substances. A proposed regulation has been published prohibiting new non—
61
 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































as environmental contaminants and to establish an "early warning system" to
enable jurisdictions to take preventative measures. The RAB will use the
existing knowledge on the structural and physical characteristics of chemicals
to predict their toxic effect and bioaccumulation potential. This concept is
referred to as "structure activity correlations" and is discussed in detail
in the Research Advisory Board Annual Report.
IMPACT OF AIR POLLUTION AND ATMOSPHERIC FALLOUT
Recent studies undertaken by the Upper Lakes Reference Group and the
Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference Group indicate that phosphorus,
nitrogen, lead, copper, sulfates, PCBs, and probably a variety of other
contaminants are contributed in part by atmospheric sources. A brief summary
of the actual loadings is presented in Appendix C, Remedial Programs Subcom-










These special studies point to the need for a regular surveillance
program on airborne pollutants. A sampling program has begun which will
consist of twenty to thirty wet deposition sampling stations spread uniformly
throughout the entire Great Lakes Basin. The parameters include nutrients,
trace metals and other major contaminants. Details are contained in Appendix
B, Report of the Surveillance Subcommittee. If airborne loadings are to be
reduced, the sources must be identified and regulated. The identification of
sources is apt to be difficult and costly since they are generally distributed
over a very large geographic area.
There are no known legal precedents in the United States or Canada to
control air pollution on the grounds of water quality impairment, however
there are existing legislative authorities to control discharge of air pollutants.
Under the U.S. Federal Clean Air Act, sources are required to meet precisely
defined emission limitations for total particulate matter regardless of its
chemical makeup and may be subject to enforcement action if these limitations
are exceeded. Emissions of hazardous air pollutants can also be controlled
under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act. Although currently promulgated
ambient air quality standards are health oriented, secondary standards could
be applied to all environmental problems and provide an additional approach
to prevention of water pollution from atmospheric sources.
The Canada Clean Air Act provides for establishment of national emission J
standards to meet international obligations entered into by the Canadian
Government, or for contaminants constituting a danger to health. These
provisions are oriented directly to air pollution. The Ontario Ministry of
the Environment is proceeding to revise its ambient air quality objectives to
include the possible impact of airborne contaminants on water quality, and
aquatic life. Other aspects of environmental quality considered in the esta—
blishment of air pollution control requirements include: environmental
health, impacts on vegetation, animals and agriculture, airborne transport
characteristics, air pollution control technology, and economic, social and
other effects of any proposed standard.
Detailed discussions of the U.S. and Canadian legal authority to control
air pollution are contained in Appendix C.
POPULATION GROWTH
The Board pointed out last year the need for the Governments to protect
Great Lakes water quality against future degradation resulting from population
growth and industrial development.
Demographic projections by Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference 1
Group indicate a total basin population of about 40 million by 1980 and 54 ‘
million by 2020. Lakes Michigan, Erie and Ontario populations may grow at a
faster rate than those of Lakes Huron and Superior. 1
Changes in population patterns will affect the requirements for energy,
food lands, urban and industrial development, transportation and natural





























meet the needs of the population expected in 1985, when the pattern of com—
munity development will have been largely set for the next several decades.
IMPACT OF CHANGING USES OF RESOURCES AND LAND
During the past year, there has been growing awareness in both countries
on issues related to energy shortages, transportation, misuse of prime agri-
cultural land, and urban development.
POLLUTION FROM LAND USE
The International Reference Group on Great Lakes Pollution from Land Use
Activities was establishedunder the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement in
1972. It deals with all aspects of land use activities in the Great Lakes
Region including urbandevelopment, shoreline and riverbank erosion, sediment
control, transportation, dredging and shoreline landfilling, pesticides,
animal wastes and fertilizers, forestry, mining, and surface and subsurface
disposal of liquid wastes. The Reference Group (PLUARG) is now in the final
year of its study and anticipates a final report to the NOE and the IJC in
July 1978. The status of technical progress will be presented in detail in
the 1977 PLUARG Annual Report and will not be repeated here.
ENERGY CONSERVATION AND POWER DEVELOPMENT
The severe winter in late 1976 and early 1977 experienced in North
America has demonstrated to both countries the need for well—defined policies
on energy conservation and power development. Governments are beginning to
place emphasis on conservation of non—renewable resources and development of
renewable ones. For example, the Ontario Government has adopted policies and
energy management programs to encourage conservation and improved efficiency
in production, utilization and development of new energy sources. The U.S.
President proposed to Congress in April 1977 legislation which would re—
examine the need for nuclear power plants and encourage research into cleaner
utilization of fossil fuel. Rising demand for energy and the production of
power in the Great Lakes Basin have a large potential for environmental impact.
Any change in policy or program should be reviewed for possible detrimental
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5. The environmental health agencies in both countries should consider
establishing required action levels for the protection of human health
from substances and any combination of toxic substances identified in
this report and other toxic substances which may be identified in future.
6. All jurisdictions should proceed to identify raw materials, processes,
products, by-products, waste sources and emissions involving, as a
priority, persistent toxic organic substances and quantitative data on
the substances, together with recommendations on the handling, use and
disposition.
7. All jurisdictions should establish close co-ordination between the air,
water, and solid waste programs to assess the total input of toxic sub—
stances to the Great Lakes system. In particular, additional information
is required on the concentrations of toxic substances in the atmosphere
and the mechanism of transport to the water environment.
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